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Below are some of the key themes we heard from community members between April 14, 2018 and June 1, 

2018 when discussing the Community Plan Priority Mother Earth.  

Vision for the relationship with Mother Earth in 100 years: 

Food sustainability and self-sufficiency 

• Growing our own food in sustainable ways to build a relationship with the land, growing foods that keep 

us well. Everyone who wants to grow food has access and resources to do so  

• A community owned conservation area to hunt and gather medicines 

• Higher quality of life in all ways. The people are not turning to drugs, alcohol and suicide because they 

are finding their sustenance from their relationship to Mother Earth 

The Ecosystem 

• There is rich Carolinian forest sustaining medicines, trees, plants and animals 

• The river and creeks are clean providing drinking water clean habitat 

Waste Management 

• Change in the way we consume means that we are producing less waste in the future 

• The waste we do produce is managed in a way that has very little impact on Mother Earth (e.g., 

composting, recycling) 

Energy and Buildings 

• The buildings adequately house our population and reflect our culture reducing impact on Mother Earth 

and integrating the natural environment  

• Homes are self-sustaining, off-grid and support the larger family units 

• We have energy to meet our needs and be leaders in clean energy 

Community Responsibilities around Mother Earth: 

• Our relationship to Mother Nature was never based on possession or personal gain but on responsibility  

• The people of Six Nations have respect for Mother Earth because our survival depends on her 

• Ganohonyohk – Our Thanksgiving address tells us how to respect Mother Earth. We need to know it, live 

it and use it in a real way – consider the way you would respect your mother, your grandfather, etc. 

• We learn our languages because they tell us how to identify and relate to the land and beings around us 

• Our desire to reduce waste, use clean energy and preserve ecosystems comes from a respect for all of 

creation 

• Traditionally, every part of an animal or plant had a role in our tools, houses and clothing and so we did 

not produce waste 

• Being self-sufficient in our food, water and energy builds our sovereignty as a Nation 

• As Haudenosaunee people we are skilled agriculturalists and have a connection to Mother Earth through 

the foods we grow to feed ourselves and our community. Our cycle of ceremonies tells us how to relate 

to Mother Earth through the foods we eat and grow 



• As Haudenosaunee people we have a responsibility to be stewards of the land and keepers of mother 

earth. When we think of the coming faces, seven generations into the future, we must consider the 

impact of our actions today on the land.  

• Ganigohiyo – Good Mind teachings are remembered in our daily lives 

Values around Mother Earth: 

• Family and support for family, elders and knowledge 

• Hard work 

• Equality (resting our feet on Mother Earth), compassion and love (access) 

• Communication, purpose, kindness (walking kindly) 

• Treaties – Dish with one spoon, two row – Balance 

• Sharing of knowledge and resources  

• Gratitude, responsibility and empowerment 

 

Concerns about the Relationship with Mother Earth today: 

• Waste disrespects Mother Earth in terms of littering, lack of recycling and landfills, construction waste, 

etc. We are not being the stewards that we claim to be.  

• Lack of a food system that is about sustaining the community before making money. Too much of the 

farming in and around the community harms the land and neighbours  

• Forest and wetland loss due to invasive species and human activity – internally and externally 

• Impact of private industry in the community, particularly tobacco industry, being able to conduct 

business based on collective rights without concern for community or environmental impacts 

• Consumerism in the community and the world around us creates a system that produces so much waste 

and keeps everyone working too hard to maintain relationships with Mother Earth 

• Disagreement in governance in the community limits our ability to make and uphold good decisions 

around the environment. Sustainability requires challenging decisions today to benefit the future 

• Small land base restricts ability to grow as a community and respect Mother Earth 

• Lateral violence prevents change. We use our differences against each other instead of building on each 

others’ gifts 

• There is a lack of environmental regulations and standards for community members and businesses  

• Language in policies do not reflect our relationship to Mother Earth 

Opportunities to rebuild and maintain our relationship with Mother Earth: 

• Restore pride, respect and relationship with Mother Earth through our culture, language, clan families, 

ceremonies 

• An expanded land base, our own tenure system to reflect our understanding of land and our own plan 

on how land should be used 

• Land-based and holistic learning for young people that embeds land and culture in their education 

• Strengthening families to empower youth with responsibility, knowledge and desire to engage with 

Mother Earth  

• Community standards and land zones to hold each other accountable and protect the safety of our 

people and ecosystems 

• Green energy and infrastructure that reduces our impact on Mother Earth 



• Awareness campaigns that communicate impacts on Mother Earth and solutions that the community 

can relate to personally; messages of encouragement 

• Employment policies in the community to reflect culture and foster relationships with Mother Earth 

• Acknowledging that health, ability, life experience and finances can be barriers to community members 

being able to clean yards, reduce waste, recycle, etc. 

Goals: 

• Zero-waste, no plastics, waste is composted and handled in a way that minimizes impact, landfills are 

removed and remediated 

• Increasing land base to accommodate growing population while maintaining respect for Mother Earth 

• Eliminate invasive species 

• Clean water for all to drink and to sustain ecosystems 

• Carbon-neutral options, off-grid community 

• A Haudenosaunee based education system centred around land and culture to increase literacy in 

ecology and practical skills 

• Establish strong partnerships with communities in the territory to share responsibility and communicate 

impact  

Ideas for Action: 

• Reliable and low-cost garbage, recycling and composting pick-up, more public disposal locations 

• Community clean-ups for youth and individuals needing service hours, could be a service provided to 

elderly and disabled 

• Strengthening community gardens and food programs 

• Annual community festival to celebrate Mother Earth, share cultural teachings, plant seeds  

• Community standard of planting trees with all development, replanting more trees than are cut 

• Developing a sustainability report card based on the Thanksgiving address to monitor development 

• Businesses and industry bearing burden of waste (e.g., coffee shops sponsor cup clean-up) 

• Natural corridor through the community for recreation, food gathering and habitat protection 

• Electric car-charging stations at public locations in community to encourage low emission vehicles 

• Community second hand store to reuse unwanted goods while creating employment 

• Comprehensive emergency preparedness plan to include adaptation to climate change 

• Land based skills programming: housing, gardening, hunting, fishing, cooking etc.  

• Policy changes and standards that reflect and encourage responsibility to mother earth (e.g., Pesticides 

and herbicides use, zoning, regulations, drainage, plastics ban, etc.) 

• Explore sustainable alternatives for recyclables and waste  

• Public spaces and parks to have information and access to fruits, medicines etc.  

• Determine land use opportunities – agriculture, public recreation, business, etc.  


